
was calculated as CFU per plate over swabbed surface area and a cut-
off of 2.5 CFU/cm2 was used to determine whether a surface passed
inspection. Limited data exist on acceptable microbial limits for
healthcare settings, but the aforementioned cutoff has been used
in food preparation.Results:Over a year-longperiod, terminal clean-
ing had an overall fail rate of 6.5% for 413 surfaces swabbed.We used
the protocol to compare the normal application of either peracetic
acid/hydrogen peroxide or bleach using microfiber cloths to a new
method using sodium dichloroisocyanurate (NaDCC) applied with
microfiber cloths and electrostatic sprayers. The normal protocol
had a fail rate of 9%, andNaDCChad a failure rate of 2.5%. The oxy-
gen meter had the highest normal method failure rate (18.2%),
whereas the curtain had the highest NaDCC method failure rate
(11%). In addition, we swabbed 7 rooms previously occupied by
C. auris–colonized patients for C. auris contamination of environ-
mental surfaces, including the mobile medical equipment of the 4
patient care units that contained these rooms. We did not find
any C. auris, and we continue data collection. Conclusions: A sys-
tematic environmental surveillance system is critical for healthcare
systems to assess touch-free disinfection and identify MDRO con-
tamination of surfaces.
Funding: None
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Background: Despite clear guidance for appropriate testing of
symptomatic patients for Clostridioides difficile testing (McDonald
et al), the ideal testing methodology remains unresolved.
Laboratories currently use different algorithms that incorporate
enzyme immunoassay (EIA) testing for toxin, glutamate dehydro-
genase (GDH) antigen, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing
in combination or as a single test. At UNC Hospitals, a large aca-
demic hospital with nearly 1,000 beds in the ninth most populous
state in the United States, patients are currently tested by an EIA test
for toxin and GDH antigen first, and discordant toxin/GDH results
are referred for PCR testing. Previous studies have demonstrated that
detection of toxin by EIA is a better predictor of C. difficile infection
(CDI) complications (Polage et al). Methods: We investigated all
patients who were tested for C. difficile from July 2018 to June
2019. Within each testing methodology and result, we assessed the
percentage of patients with at least 3 loose stools documented within
a 24-hour period, percentage with a severe episode based on white
blood cell (WBC) counts >15,000 cells/mL, or percentage with a
serum creatinine level >1.5 mg/dL. Fisher-type confidence intervals
were calculated for each proportion. Results: Patients positive for C.
difficile by the EIA method had 66.9% appropriate loose stool docu-
mentation (95% CI, 57.4%–75.5%), whereas patients with EIA-inde-
terminate (toxin negative, GDH positive) and positive by only PCR
had 49.7% appropriate loose stool documentation (95% CI, 42.7%–
56.8%).C. difficile patients that testednegative had 48.1% appropriate
loose stool documentation (95% CI, 46.0–50.2%). In addition,
patients positive by the EIA method had nearly double the propor-
tion of severe disease by WBC or creatinine criteria compared to

patients who were either positive by PCR or who tested negative
(Table 1). Conclusions: Patients positive for C. difficile by the EIA
method were statistically more likely to meet criteria for loose stool
documentation. There was no statistically significant difference
between patients that tested positive only by PCR or who tested neg-
ative. The percentage of patients with severe episode criteria based on
WBC or creatinine was nearly doubled between those who tested
positive by EIA and PCR (20% vs 10%), although this finding was
not statistically significant. The percentage with severe disease
(WBC or creatinine) was nearly identical among patients who were
positive by PCRandwho tested negative. These findings demonstrate
that documentation of loose stool is a more sensitive indicator of
toxin detection than either clinical parameter, reinforcing the impor-
tance of stool documentation in evaluating patients for C. difficile
testing.
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Backround: In American hospitals alone, the CDC estimates that
hospital acquired infections (HAIs) account for an estimated 1.7 mil-
lion infections and 99,000 associated deaths each year.1 Although the
United states and most industrialized nations have made strides in
lowering the overall HAI rate by taking critical steps to reduce
HAIs, an overall formula that combines a global risk assessment
per patient for HAI acquisition has yet to be established. To address
this issue, we developed the ICEL equation. This equation uses a prob-
abilistic argument to estimate the likelihood of HAI acquisition and to
promote infection control dialogue among healthcare practitioners
from diverse healthcare disciplines. Methods: We defined HAI risk
using the ICEL acronymas follows:HAI risk= (IþCþ Eþ L), where
I is invasive devices present; C is patient-specific characteristics; E is the
average number of pathogenic organisms in the patient environment;
and L is the length of stay. A simple scale of 1–10 points is subjectively
assigned for each of the following categories:
I = (number of invasive devices / surgeries / % body surface
areas open)
C = Patient specific characteristics (immune system integrity /
immunomodulators / radiation exposure / chemotherapy, etc)
E = Environmental conditions / cleaning (average number of
pathogenic bacteria in room, 100% hand hygiene compliance,
patient / staff colonization, etc)
L= Length of stay days risk, where 0–3 days is low risk, 4–7 ismod-
erate risk, and 8–10þ is high risk

Table 1.
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Summing the points for each of the 4 categories, the greatest pos-
sible total is 40. A total score of 0–10 indicates low risk of HAI; 11–
20 indicates low-to-medium risk of HAI; 20–30 indicates a high
risk of HAI; and 30–40 indicates a very high risk of HAI.
Results: This equation was designed to stimulate thought and
encourage multidisciplinary cooperation among providers, nursing,
environmental services, and facilities departments rather than pro-
vide an exact number for HAI risk. All of these categories are key
players in the determining patient risk of acquiring an HAI. If any
of the 4 hospital departments mentioned fails in their duties, the
patient is at higher risk of HAI. Conclusions: This categorical
HAI risk assessment relies on the subjective medical and environ-
mental knowledge of the assessor to assign risk across the continuum
of the healthcare environment. Although it is nearly impossible to
provide exact numbers regarding total risk in these risk categories,
the goal of the scoring system is to encourage clinical dialogue among
hospital staff so that they communicate and collaborate within their
specialties and with their peers to assure that each category poses as
low a risk as possible, thus driving the total risk for HAI lower.
1. https://www.cdc.gov/hai/data/portal/progress-report.html
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Background: Antibiotic “time outs” have been identified as a way
to decrease inappropriate use of antibiotics in hospitals.1 The
University of Vermont Medical Center created a best-practice
advisory (BPA) to alert clinicians to review piperacillin-tazobactam
prescriptions after 72 hours (Fig. 1). Data examining the use of a
BPA as a method to prompt clinicians to perform an antibiotic
“time out” are limited.Objective: The purpose of our retrospective
study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the BPA on the rate of
piperacillin-tazobactam prescribing as measured by defined
daily dose per 1,000 patient days (DDD). Methods: The BPA
was integrated into the electronic health record and designed to
activate once piperacillin-tazobactam has been prescribed for
≥72 hours. Under approval of the University of Vermont’s
Institutional Review Board, administered data for piperacillin-
tazobactam and 3 control antibiotics (cefazolin, ceftriaxone, and
meropenem) were collected for 1 year prior to and 1 year following
the launch of the BPA. Administered data were converted to DDD,
and an interrupted time-series analysis was performed to evaluate

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
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